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Physiology and Ecology of Nutrition 
The acquisition and allocation of nutrients are fundamental processes that influence ecology and 
evolution across levels of complexity, from the growth and development of individual organisms to 
the dynamics of ecosystem function.  I study how nutritional regulation affects growth and 
physiological allocation, and how nutrition and behavior interact to drive the function and growth of 
complex social groups.  My research shows how individual behavioral decisions, like foraging and 
feeding, influence physiological processes such as nutrient allocation; and expands our 
understanding of how mechanisms that regulate growth, like nutrient limitation, function in complex 
adaptive systems.  
 
Out of the manifold nutrients that organisms need, three nutrients are known or hypothesized to be 
major drivers of animal growth across terrestrial systems: the two macronutrients protein and 
carbohydrate; and the element phosphorus.  Recent, parallel approaches developed in animal 
nutrition and freshwater ecology have shown that organisms are sensitive to both the absolute and 
relative availability of nutrients; my work is a pioneering effort to ascertain how interactive effects of 
nutrient quantity and quality affect physiology and growth.  
 
Nutrition underlies a life-history trade-off in crickets 
Studies of physiological mechanisms producing life-history trade-offs have historically emphasized 
the role of food in terms of energetics, not diet quality.  However, different calorie sources, in 
particular protein (p) and carbohydrate (c), play different functional roles within organisms, and are 
not interchangeable.  Defining how animals regulate intake and utilize p and c is thus a critical 
extension of prior work on nutritional influences on life-history strategies.  In wing-dimorphic 
crickets, females directly trade off allocation to flight versus reproduction in early adulthood: long-
winged (LW) females maintain metabolically active flight muscle tissue, postponing egg production, 
while short-winged (SW) females are unable to fly, but begin producing eggs earlier.  I have showed 
that this life-history trade-off is tied to different nutrient regulation strategies: heightened selectivity 
by LW crickets when foods have an imbalanced p:c ratio, versus an insensitivity to nutrient balance 
by the SW crickets (Clark et al. 2013). 
 
I am now expanding this study to an array of thirteen diets with different relative and absolute 
amounts of p and c, to simultaneously assess the effects of nutrient density (quantity) and p:c ratio 
(quality) on: feeding strategies, allocation, respiratory metabolism, activity patterns, and lifetime 
fitness (Clark et al, three manuscripts in prep).  This work has broad applications, from human 
nutrition to studies of bottom-up regulation of population dynamics.  Ongoing work will tie nutrient 
regulation directly to effects on intermediary metabolism, involving analytical tools that range from 
automated infrared video analysis, to flow-through respirometry measurements, to radiotracer and 
analytical chemistry experiments.  
 
Future Directions: field work.  Field crickets are highly omnivorous, widespread throughout 
North America. They are also an important food source for higher trophic levels, so they are an 
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excellent system for studying questions about nutrition, development, and population dynamics 
through a combination of lab and field experiments.  The feeding strategies and physiological 
responses observed in the laboratory suggest that the morphs have specific nutrient priorities in the 
wild associated with their life-history differences, which can be readily tested through population 
surveys and simple field experiments.  I plan to engage undergraduates to conduct such field 
projects with the locally-available cricket species. 
 
Informing –omics approaches with a nutritional context. Genomics and associated molecular 
methods have placed emphasis on the role of gene expression patterns in phenotypic variability; a 
natural complement is to understand how environmental variation influences gene expression and 
phenotype. Crickets are one of a few animal systems where the nutritional environment can be 
precisely manipulated, and shifts in gene expression patterns and intermediate metabolic products 
can be observed, using a combination of analytical chemistry techniques.  I am collaborating with 
Tony Zera to identify how p and c availability change enzyme activities and nutrient fluxes in the 
metabolic pathways for lipid (triglycericde) synthesis, within selected populations of LW and SW 
crickets.  We are also profiling how metabolite levels within the fat body respond to different dietary 
p:c ratios, and are characterizing amino acid allocation with radiolabeled glycine. 
 
Nutrition and behavior shape colony growth in leaf-cutter ants 
Eusocial groups must solve many of the same organizational and developmental challenges as 
individual organisms. Complex eusocial groups have to maintain predictable growth trajectories, 
while responding flexibly to variation in nutrient availability and intake, but how this is accomplished 
is not fully understood.  My research employs whole-colony manipulations of diet quality and 
quantity, and assessments of the effects on behavior, colony growth rates, and colony composition.  
 
Characterizing the growth of a complex tri-trophic system.  Leafcutter ants have evolved an 
obligate symbiotic relationship with a fungus that is their single food source. Workers must 
collectively balance effort between supplying the fungus with leaves and feeding the fungus to 
developing brood, under changing growth conditions.  Studying newly-formed colonies of the desert 
leafcutter ant Acromyrmex versicolor, I found that within-colony trophic relationships are dynamic and 
colony size-dependent even under abundant leaf availability, causing a previously unidentified 
selective bottleneck during early colony development (Clark and Fewell 2013; Kang et al 2011). 
 
How nutrient limitation shapes a terrestrial trophic system.   Leading hypotheses suggest the 
foraging decisions of leafcutter ants result from combined, interacting factors, including leaf 
chemistry and the fungus garden’s nutritional condition, but this has been impossible to disentangle 
in the field.  I developed new lab methods to directly demonstrate, via protein, carbohydrate and 
phosphorus supplementation, that nutrient quality influences foraging rates, fungus performance 
(growth), and the colony’s ant population growth (manuscript in prep).  I plan to apply these 
innovations to test the other factors affecting ant foraging decisions, to develop a comprehensive 
understanding of the relationship between foraging and colony performance.   
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As a complementary approach, I am constructing mass- and element-balancing models for young 
laboratory colonies, to show how nutritional constraints drive colony growth rates (manuscript in 
prep). Behavioral regulation is also critical in eusocial colonies; I have used behavioral scan-sampling 
methods to measure how individual workers and the collective colony respond to changing task 
demand and resource availability.  My work will permit estimates of A. versicolor’s effects on element 
cycling in deserts.  Expansion of these methods to other leafcutter ant and insect species, across 
ecosystem types throughout the Americas, will test the generality of the growth constraints found 
for the desert species, and expand knowledge of how nutrition affects insect growth in terrestrial 
ecosystems. 
 
Fitness consequences of cooperation in simple social groups.  Foundress associations of 
harvester ant queens and Halictine sweat bees serve as simple model systems for understanding the 
evolution of cooperation, because both ant queens and sweat bees form simple social groups of 
unrelated individuals that show division of labor, with consequences for individual and group 
fitness.  From behavioral experiments on foundress associations, I found that an individual’s social 
context influences her task performance (Jeanson et al 2008), with fitness consequences that depend 
on the context and system in which task performance is studied (Holbrook et al 2009, Clark and 
Fewell 2013).   
 
A synthesis of studies of cooperation.  Next, I seek to connect the studies of cooperation in ant 
queen foundress associations to current understanding of survival and growth of young leafcutter 
ant colonies.  In addition to the ant-fungus dynamics observed in young colonies, there is also 
unexplored geographic variation in colony-founding strategy within this species (A. versicolor): in 
some areas, queens start nests by themselves, while in others, they start nests in groups (polygyny).  
Polygyny appears to be a derived condition.  Interestingly, three other southwestern desert ant 
species also possess geographic variation in colony-founding strategy, suggesting there is something 
about the region that influences the evolution of social organization.  However, the patterns of 
variation differ between species (and are poorly-studied in two cases, including A. versicolor).  Further 
work is needed to understand the ecology and evolution of cooperative colony founding.  Initial 
stages will involve using microsatellite markers and/or mitochondrial sequences to genetically map 
the extent of polygyny (multiple reproductive queens) across the species range, and examining the 
consequences of polygyny for function (e.g. survival, growth, worker polymorphism) in laboratory 
colonies. 
 
Behavioral and molecular physiology of nutrition.  Organisms have evolved to grow and 
reproduce in environments of overabundance and scarcity, thanks to sophisticated behavioral and 
physiological control mechanisms.  To understand this evolutionary complexity and its 
consequences for ecosystem processes, we must employ multi-dimensional frameworks and test the 
roles of multiple resources simultaneously.  The two insect systems I study show promise of 
providing excellent opportunities to test how multiple, interacting nutrients affect control systems 
used by both individual and social organisms, and the methods used within these systems can – and 
should - be readily applied to many other biological contexts. 


